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Tokyo Institute of Technology research: ‘Division of labor’ between hemispheres of 
multicellular spheroidal alga controls light-sensitive movement 
  
(Tokyo, February 21, 2018) Scientists at Tokyo Institute of Technology (Tokyo Tech) 
developed a motility-reactivation method to help determine how light-responsive 
changes in flagellar waveform in Volvox rousseletii, a multicellular spheroidal alga, are 
regulated. These results advance current understanding of how flagellar motility increased 
in complexity as single-celled organisms evolved into multicellular forms.  
 
As a photosynthetic alga, the spheroid Volvox rousseletii must move in a light-sensitive way 
to survive. It achieves this by beating numerous flagella toward its posterior end for 
swimming forward and turning via changing the direction of flagellar motion from back to 
front if it perceives light. Exactly how this movement is regulated remains unclear, and 
existing techniques for studying the mechanism underlying flagellar motility are more 
suitable for single-celled organisms. Drs. Ueki and Wakabayashi at Tokyo Tech modified 
them for use with V. rousseletii and developed a powerful method of removing cell 
membranes with a detergent. The scientists call the demembranated V. rousseletii 
“Detergent-Extracted Volvox (DEV)” or simply “Zombie Volvox”. The motility of Zombie 
Volvox can be induced (reactivated) through the addition of an ATP buffer. Adding other 
substances can then allow the observation of their effects on motility. 
 
Because calcium ions are a common modulator of flagella beating, the scientists tested its 
influence on Zombie Volvox. These “dead” organisms proceeded to move as if they were 
alive and photostimulated (i.e. stimulated owing to sudden change in light intensity); flagella 
beat toward the anterior direction, and swimming speeds decreased. In contrast, 
reactivation with ATP only (no calcium addition) caused flagellar beating toward the 
posterior end and faster swimming speeds, as is the case for live V. rousseletii under 
continuous light (i.e., no sudden change in light intensity).  
 
Additionally, the effects of calcium addition were stronger on flagella on the anterior region 
of the spheroid compared with flagella on the posterior end, indicating that the anterior 
part of V. rousseletii is more sensitive to calcium ions than the posterior part. The sensitivity 
gradient is critical for appropriate movement in response to light; when light is illuminated 
from the side, beating direction changes of all flagella will cause the organism to spin 
instead of orienting toward/away from the light. It is possible that the gradient also allows 
more fine-tuned, efficient light-responsive motility than what is possible in unicellular 
photosynthetic organisms. 
 
The researchers highlight how differences in the anterior and posterior hemispheres in V. 
rousseletii affect the photobehavior of spheroids. Their findings contribute to understanding 



the evolution of multicellular organisms, specifically changes in their size which require 
division of labor for effective movement. 
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Figure 1. Changes in flagella movement with calcium-ion (Ca2+) treatment 
The study used different setups to observe various parts of V. rousseletii spheroids (A). The 
directional responses of flagella on live spheroids (arrows in B–E) to photostimulation are 
similar to flagella responses in reactivated spheroids (arrows in F, G) to Ca2+ addition, 
suggesting that Ca2+ is a key factor in light-sensitive motility. 
 



 
 

 
Movie. Live Volvox and Zombie Volvox swims in spite of being dead. 
Movie shows preparation of Detergent-Extracted Volvox (DEV)s and reactivation of their 
motility with ATP under Ca2+-free conditions.  The movie is run at ×2 speed. 
http://www.pnas.org/content/115/5/E1061/tab-figures-data#fig-data-additional-files 
http://www.pnas.org/highwire/filestream/787119/field_highwire_adjunct_files/10/pnas.17
15489115.sm11.wmv 
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About Tokyo Institute of Technology  
Tokyo Institute of Technology stands at the forefront of research and higher education as 
the leading university for science and technology in Japan. Tokyo Tech researchers excel in a 
variety of fields, such as material science, biology, computer science and physics. Founded in 
1881, Tokyo Tech has grown to host 10,000 undergraduate and graduate students who 
become principled leaders of their fields and some of the most sought-after scientists and 
engineers at top companies. Embodying the Japanese philosophy of “monotsukuri,” 
meaning technical ingenuity and innovation, the Tokyo Tech community strives to make 
significant contributions to society through high-impact research.  
www.titech.ac.jp/english/ 
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